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A Vision of 
ARCHITECT RICHARD LANDRY AND HIS TEAM AT LANDRY DESIGN GROUP 

COLLABORATED WITH INTERIOR DESIGNER NANCY WHALEY TO CREATE
 AN AUTHENTIC CALIFORNIA MEDITERRANEAN REVIVAL

TEXT BY VANESSA KOGEVINAS | PHOTOGRAPHY BY ERHARD PFEIFFER

Authenticty
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T H AT  I S  T H E  B E S T  C O M P L I M E N T  W E  C O U L D  G E T ! ” 
says architect Richard Landry of Landry Design Group 
upon hearing from his client that a friend of theirs 
couldn’t find the ‘new house’ on the street. “Because 
when we first met the clients, they communicated how 

important it was to have a residence that didn’t appear brand new. They 
wanted one that felt anchored to the history of California.”
     “The vision for this project was an authentic California Mediterra-
nean Revival-style house in Beverly Hills displaying period craftsman-
ship with a well-edited use of architectural design elements,” says 
interior designer Nancy Whaley of Nancy Whaley Design & Remodel-
ing, who looked to local historic buildings—in Hancock Park and 
Holmby Hills, for example—as references.
     Sheltered by a lush tropical landscape, the house and its hand-placed 
pebble mosaic driveway are set near the street maximizing the outdoor 
space at the back, which boasts a loggia complete with a fireplace-clad 
sitting area and an outdoor dining area, a separate covered bar area, a 
pool, and a spa.
     “Even though the home has a large footprint, the spaces feel inti-
mate,” says the client of the six-bedroom, six-bathroom residence built 
for a young family of six. “Richard and Nancy were quite generous in 
letting me lead the way on many design aspects of the house.”

OPPOSITE Pairs of Rose 
Tarlow Melrose House 
fabric-covered sofas and 
Kneedler-Fauchère fabric-
covered armchairs—all 
by Nancy Whaley—cre-
ate a cozy seating area 
in the great room. A 
Paul Ferrante chandelier 
and Foundry pendants 
flanking the fireplace 
illuminate the space. Rug 
from Aga John Oriental 
Rugs. Schumacher fabric 
drapery. OPPOSITE BOT-

TOM  Unique elements 
including a hand-painted 
tile ceiling, bronze an-
tique mirror panel walls, 
a stained bottle-glass 
arched window and a 
vintage 1950s light fixture 
create a one-of-a-kind 
bar. LEFT The walnut 
wood front door, mosaic-
accented spiral staircase, 
a Vaughan chandelier, 
and Paul Ferrante sconces 
all lend authenticity to 
the entry. 
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OPPOSITE Dark walnut flooring anchors the kitchen while Madre 
di Perla quartzite (island) and Calcutta Gold marble lighten the 
space. Wolf range. ABOVE In the breakfast room a brushed-grain 
oak table and bench from Axis furniture, and rattan chairs from 
McGuire, make up one of two dining areas extending off the 
kitchen. In the nook a tufted vinyl fabric-covered window seat and 
Cowtan & Tout window coverings create a soft, intimate space. 
Light fixtures by Foundry (breakfast room) and Charles Jacobsen 
(nook.) Distressed recycled oak beams unify the kitchen and its 
dining areas. 
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comprised of a master bedroom, his and her bathrooms, and a sitting 
room, which doubles as an upstairs family room. In addition are four 
children’s bedrooms.
    “Other spaces in the home such as a recreation/media room, a gym 
and wine cellar, and detached art studio and half basketball court 
complete the oasis. 
    Carefully curated architectural elements throughout lend them-
selves to the overall authenticity of the project—laser-cut wood and 
restoration glass pocket doors, recycled wood for ceiling beams, 
custom plaster fireplace mantels and hand-painted tiles throughout, 
just to name a few.
     “We had the dream team,” says the client. “Richard and his associ-
ates were amazing to work with, and Nancy has impeccable taste and 
is incredibly knowledgeable in construction.” The result is exactly 
what they set out to design—a brand new California Mediterranean 
Revival-style house that appears as if it could well have been built in 
the 1920s.  CH

    Mark Savary, of Landry Design Group, praises the client on their 
preparedness, focus and collaboration skills. “Their ideas and inspi-
ration images brought a whole new level of personalization to the 
project.”
    Upon arriving one is greeted with an intricately paneled, solid 
walnut front door featuring stain glass inserts, and a sweeping spiral 
staircase with mosaic stair accents. An eclectic and cozy great room, 
a family room, a bar and a dining room all serve as family gathering 
and entertaining areas, however, the heart of the home is the 
kitchen. 
    “We created multiple spaces within the kitchen,” says the client, 
“in the hopes that the family would all congregate there, do home-
work, entertain friends.” A large island anchors the main kitchen 
space and in the adjacent breakfast room sits a lengthy dining table 
flanked by chairs and a bench. A breakfast nook is set in a window-
framed corner for more intimate moments. 
    The second floor is equally comfortable with its master suite 

OPPOSITE The back of the house 
is made up of multiple outdoor 
spaces—a loggia with a dining 
area and adjacent sitting area 

featuring a fireplace, and a 
stand-alone bar (not pictured.)

ABOVE Cool grey tones with 
plush charcoal wool carpeting 

in the master bedroom bring 
modernity to the overall old 

world architecture where the 
Moroccan-style plaster fireplace 

serves as the focal point. A 
Foundry chandelier echoes an 
art piece from the client’s per-

sonal collection. RIGHT An ebony 
lacquered vanity is in stark 

contrast to the Calcutta Gold 
marble flooring and countertops 

that grace her master bath. A 
turquoise resin chandelier from 

Curry & Company and matching 
Chinese ceramic garden bench 

add playful pops of color.


